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We provide

predictability

to unforeseen

situations

in the warehouse

Floatic Mission

Logistics business has intrinsically many unpredictable factors 
such as fluctuating volume, personnel management, and inventory 
management. Our Floatic solutions aim at overcoming physical and 
temporal limitations existing in distribution centers.



in our vision
Autonomy

Our robots can navigate freely in the environment 
without requiring any modifications, and can easily 
connect to your existing WMS system without the 
need for additional development

Our solution is
Quick and Easy

Quick and Easy

Work

Based on processes and data, not 
resorting to knowhow or disposition 
of human operators, work can be 
achieved fast and accurately.

Quick and Easy

Installation

You don’t need to hesitate any 
longer. Just start immediately with 
our guidance.

Quick and Easy

Management

Robots and distribution center 
environment are managed based 
on the real-time data acquired, 
maintaining the optimal efficiency in 
distribution centers.

No Additional Infra Advanced Decision

Floatic makes the most clever decisions from start 
to finish ranging from finding optimal navigation 
paths to providing insightful solutions to innovate 
inefficiencies within the warehouse.



Floatic Solution

Floatic Robot
Autonomous Mobile Robots

Floatic Platform
Real-Time Order Processing Server

WMS

Robot Console

Workstation

Dashboard

Floatic Robot

Floatic Platform

Floatic Server

Floatic Server sends the optimal command to robots, 

based on the order data in Warehouse Management 

System (WMS). 

Admin Console

Using data acquired by the robots real-time, significant 

data to tasks within distribution centers is analyzed and 

visualized.

Workstation

Workstation manages the tasks after picking is 

completed and then moves on to help prepare for the 

packing.

Robot Console

Robot Console provides picking data and interaction 

with operators to facilitate them to work efficiently.

Floatic Robot

Floatic Robot collaborates with human operators during 

picking, with the commands received from the server.



Why Floatic?

Server

Order Managing

Advanced solution

to manage orders

Floatic's greatest strength is the ability to oversee the 

productivity of the all processes throughout the center. The 

entire process from task planning to designating each task 

to individual robots is optimized the optimization engine 

finds the most reliable solution.

Integrated solution that 
fits all layouts

With a simple interface that stays true to the fundamental purpose 

of “what, how many, where from, and where to,” our solution 

simplifies tasks with enhanced integration with WMS. By creating a 

more flexible solution, we can configure layouts linked to multiple 

equipment.

Visualize

your potential

To achieve predictability in logistics, Floatic provides a dashboard 

for planning short-term as well as insight reports for long-term 

strategies.



Office : 1, Seongsuil-ro 12-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (04792)

R&D Center : 19, Achasan-ro 5-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (04793)

Recruitment: join@floatic.io | Partnership: info@floatic.io

Tel: +82) 02-461-5522 | Fax: +82) 02-461-5523

Web : https://floatic.io/en

Simply Request a demonstration .

Experience Floatic's solution firsthand.



